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We report on an x-ray scattering experiment of bulk poly�9,9-bis�2-ethylhexyl�fluorene� under quasihydro-
static pressure from 1 to 11 GPa at room temperature. The scattering pattern of high molecular weight �HMW�
polyfluorene ��10 kg /mol� undergoes significant changes between 2 and 4 GPa in the bulk phase. The 110
reflection of the hexagonal unit cell disappears, indicating a change in equatorial intermolecular order. The
intensity of the 00 21 reflection drops, with a sudden move toward higher scattering angles. Beyond these
pressures, the diminished 00 21 reflection tends to return toward lower angles. These changes may be inter-
preted as a transition from crystalline hexagonal to glassy nematic phase �perceiving order only in one direc-
tion�. This transition may be rationalized by density arguments and the underlying theory of phase behavior of
hairy-rod polyfluorene. Also the possible alteration of the 21-helical main chain toward more planar main chain
conformation is discussed. The scattering of low molecular weight polyfluorene ��10 kg /mol�, which is
glassy nematic in ambient pressure, is reminiscent with that of HMW polymer above 2–4 GPa.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase behavior �1� is an ubiquitous topic in the materials
science of hairy-rod polymers �2,3� such as �-conjugated
polymers �CPs� �4�. Among these materials, polyfluorenes
�PFs� �5,6� are particularly interesting as they represent not
only a structural archetype �7� but also a key motif for poly-
mer electronics �8�.

Overwhelming majority of the structural studies of CPs
has been carried out at ambient pressure. In particular, while
the high pressure x-ray diffraction �XRD� of inorganic mate-
rials has been long at an advanced state �9�, corresponding
reports of CPs are almost nonexistent. A high pressure XRD
study of poly�3-octylthiophene� �POT� of Mårdalen et al.
�10� represents an exception. A high pressure XRD study of
fluorene molecule �11� is also known.

Indirect structural information comes from the optical
studies of compressed CPs and oligomers including
poly�p-phenylene vinylene� �12�, ladder-type
poly�p-phenylene�s �13�, p-hexaphenyl �14�, and polydi-
acetylene crystals �15�. Prime examples of the optical studies
of PFs at elevated pressure include studies of
poly�9,9-di-n-octylfluorene� by Guha and co-workers
�16,17� and studies of poly�9,9-di-n-octylfluorene-alt-
benzothiadiazole� by Schmidtke et al. �18,19�

Poly�9,9-bis�2-ethylhexyl�fluorene� �PF2/6� has a com-
plex solid-state structure consisting of a helical main chain
�20–22� that organizes into hexagonal �Hex� and nematic
�Nem� phases depending on the temperature and molecular

weight �23�. Helicity of the main chain is found for branched
�nonchiral, racemic, or chiral� side chains, besides the bis�2-
ethylhexyl�-substituted PFs also for poly�9,9-bis��S�-2-
methyloctyl�fluorene� �24� or poly�9,9-bis��S�-3,7-
dimethyloctyl�fluorene� �25�, but not in any of the more
widely studied class of linear side-chain PF derivates �7�.
The helical main chains organize into trimeric bundles with a
hierarchic structure and cause effects such as multiple orien-
tation of crystallites in biaxially aligned thin films �20�.
PF2/6 was initially thought to form a 5/2 or 5/1 helix �i.e.,
20/8 or 20/4 helix� �21�, and this behavior was ascribed to a
“soft pentagon” that is fundamentally incommensurate with
the hexagonal symmetry. More recently, after a further re-
finement, a 21/4 helical form has been proposed �26,27�.
Nonsymmetric branched side chains such as 2-ethylhexyl
usually comprise a racemic mixture of both enantiomers and
cannot crystallize as readily as linear side chains. This inher-
ent disorder is likely the decisive factor at play whether the
helicity is due to the side chains themselves or the packing
frustration of chains represented by pentagons or heptagons.

Guha and co-workers �28,29� performed systematic high
pressure photoluminescence �PL� and Raman scattering stud-
ies of PF2/6 both in bulk and in thin films. The authors
reported that when the hydrostatic pressure exceeds 2 GPa,
the PL of bulk PF2/6 undergoes a sudden and significant
enhancement in the 2.1–2.6 eV emission. This contribution
stems from aggregates ��2.4 eV� and from the keto defects
��2.3 eV�. Although the fraction of defects is marginal at
ambient pressure, their emission becomes enhanced suppos-
edly because of enhanced intermolecular interactions with
increasing pressure. The Raman peaks were found to harden
with increasing pressure. The authors considered in particu-
lar a Raman peak at 1605 cm−1, an intraring carbon-carbon
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stretch mode. The asymmetry in line shape was analyzed in
terms of the Breit-Wigner-Fano line shape equation I���
= I0���−�0� /q+��2 / ���−�0�2+�2�, where �0 is the discrete
phonon frequency, � is the width of the resonant interference
between the continuum and discrete scattering channels, and
1 /q is an asymmetry parameter that depends on the electron-
phonon interactions. The authors found that this peak shows
increasing asymmetry �a drop of 1 /q� and broadening at 2–4,
GPa, largely simultaneously with the changes in PL spectra,
occurring in a stepwise fashion. The authors also indicated
that the sudden changes in the relative intensities of PL emis-
sion resemble those expected for a crystalline–liquid-
crystalline phase transition, the Hex-Nem transition in the
terminology of Ref. �23�.

The findings of Guha and co-workers encouraged us to
perform wide-angle x-ray scattering �WAXS� experiments of
PF2/6 at elevated pressures. The obtained data point to a
morphological transition between 2 and 4 GPa. This transi-
tion thus coexists with the previously reported transition in
PL and Raman scattering. In one scenario, the transition is
akin to Hex-Nem phase transition, as also supported by the-
oretical considerations. In alternative scenario, the transition
involves partial planarization of the helical main chain. Phe-
nomenological arguments supporting this idea are provided,
too.

II. THEORY

The hypothesis of PF2/6’s pressure-induced phase transi-
tion �28� leads us to extending the theory of hairy-rod PF2/6.
We first consider how elevated pressure would influence our
previously presented picture of PF2/6 as a hairy-rod mol-
ecule with the Nem and Hex phases with a first-order phase
transition �23�. In our previous work the pressure was always
assumed constant �and normal atmospheric pressure�.

For the first-order phase transition, the shift in the transi-
tion temperature as a function of pressure is described by the
Clausius-Clapeyron relation �30�

dT�

dP
=

VN − VH

SN − SH
, �1�

where T� denotes the Nem-Hex transition temperature and Vi
and Si are the volume and entropy of the Nem �i=N� and
Hex �i=H� phases.

An expression for the transition temperature T� as a func-
tion of the molar mass and other parameters has been derived
earlier �23�. In brief, this derivation is based on the free
energies �per molecule� of the Nem and Hex phases as

FN � kBT ln
f

e
+ kBT ln

4�

�N
, �2�

FH � kBT ln
4�

�H
− kBT

	

c	0lK
2 lu

, �3�

where f is the volume fraction of the backbone, c is the
number density of the molecules, 	 and lK are the volume of
one side-chain bead and the Kuhn segment length of the side
chain, and 	0 and lu are the volume and the length of the

repeat unit of a hairy-rod molecule. In our previous publica-
tion �23� the “orientation angles” �i were introduced as

�N

�H
= � 1 + CNt

1 + CHt
�Mlu/lK

HR

, �4�

where M is the number of repeat units per hairy-rod and lK
HR

is the Kuhn length of the molecule. The coefficients CN and
CH represent the temperature dependence of the orientational
ordering and t=T−Tg is the reduced temperature with the
temperature T and the glass transition temperature Tg.

Phase equilibrium between the two phases is achieved
when the free energies �Eqs. �2� and �3�� are equal, which
yields the reduced temperature

t� = A�1 −
Mn0

�

Mn
� , �5�

where A includes all the experimental parameters except the
number averaged molecular weight Mn and Mn0

�

��MulK
2 lu /	�ln�e / f�, which is Mn for the Hex-Nem transi-

tion at Tg. In Ref. �23� Mn0
� was calculated in dimensional

units giving Mn0
� �104 g /mol, a value well corresponding to

the experimental data. The parameter A�90 K was directly
fitted to the experimental data. If Mn�Mn0

� , the polymer is
denoted as low molecular weight �LMW� PF2/6, and if Mn
�Mn0

� , it is denoted as high molecular weight �HMW�
PF2/6.

We want next to shed some light on the transition tem-
perature as a function of the applied pressure. Although Eqs.
�2� and �3� are written for an incompressible material, they
allow us to estimate the entropy jump at the transition point.
Using S=−��F /�T�V we find

SN = −
FN

T
+ kBT

� ln �N

�T
, �6�

SH = −
FH

T
+ kBT

� ln �H

�T
, �7�

where we have neglected the temperature dependence of all
the other parameters except �’s. Noticing that at the transi-
tion point FN=FH, we find for the entropy jump

�SN − SH�T=T� � kBT	 � ln��N/�H�
�T

	
T=T�

, �8�

and after insertion of Eq. �4�,

�SN − SH�T=T� � kBT�
Mlu

lK
HR �CN − CH� . �9�

Finally, using Eq. �1� we find

dT�

dP
=

AMn0
�

RT� � 1


N
−

1


H
� , �10�

where 
i denotes the densities of phases at the transition
point and R is the gas constant.

The very first observation we can make is that dT� /dP
�0 because, as follows from the experiment below, 
N
�
H. This corresponds to the potential decrease in transition
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temperature. It would be tempting to integrate Eq. �10� to
reveal the T��P� dependence in an explicit form. However,
this would require at least the knowledge of the temperature
and pressure dependence of the densities 
N and 
H. Yet we
dare to estimate the order of magnitude of the T� shift by
assuming all the coefficients in Eq. �10� to be constant in
temperature and pressure. The result is

T�2 = Tref
�2 −

2AMn0
�

R ln�e/f�� 1


N
−

1


H
��P − Pref� , �11�

where Pref is the �normal atmospheric� reference pressure
and Tref

� is the transition temperature at the reference condi-
tions.

The last expression can be rewritten in terms of pressures:

P� = Pref +
R ln�e/f�
2AMn0


N
H


N − 
H
�Tref

�2 − T2� , �12�

where T denotes the temperature at which the compression
experiment is performed �here, room temperature� and P� is
the pressure when a Hex-Nem transition is expected. This
expression and the description above are valid for nonglassy
polymers.

III. EXPERIMENT

The synthesis of PF2/6 �Fig. 1� has been described else-
where �31�. Three different PF2/6 samples were used with
Mn and weight averaged molecular weight �Mw� as 3 and 5
kg/mol �denoted as 3/5-PF2/6�, 29 and 68 kg/mol �29/68-
PF2/6�, and 39 and 58 kg/mol �39/58-PF2/6�, respectively.
HMW polymers were annealed at 180 °C for 10 min prior to
use. This temperature is above their Hex-Nem transition
��160 °C� �23�.

The WAXS measurements were performed using the high
pressure x-ray scattering setup on the beamline I711 in
MAX-lab in Lund �32�. The x-ray wavelength was �
=0.979 Å. The beam was collimated with the slits of 0.55
�0.55 mm2 �vertical�horizontal�.

Samples were loaded into a diamond-anvil cell �Diacell
DXR-6 GM� following the procedure detailed in Ref. �33�.
The sample chamber formed in this pressure cell was
100 m high and 150–200 m in diameter. Pressures up to
20 GPa are easily reached with this equipment. To minimize
pressure gradients in the sample chamber, a methanol:etha-
nol �4:1� mixture was used as a quasihydrostatic pressure
transmitting medium. The diamond-anvil cell was mounted
on a motorized translation and rotation stage that was in-
stalled in the Mardtb Goniostat. The sample-to-detector dis-
tance was 27.7 cm, leading to the effective q range of

0.3–1.3 Å−1. The scattering patterns were measured using a
Marresearch SX-165 single charge-coupled device detector.
The typical measurement time was 300 s. The sample align-
ment and pressure adjustment took about 30 min per pressure
reading, which means that the pressure was increased in a
stepwise manner by 1–2 GPa/h. LaB6 ��98%, MaTecK� was
used as an internal standard for pressure determination ac-
cording to Ref. �34�. The isothermal compressibility used for
LaB6 was �0.58�0.03��10−11 Pa−1 �35�. The q range was
calibrated using silver behenate �Rose Chemicals� �36�. All
measurements were carried out at �293 K.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first recall the phase behavior of PF2/6 as observed in
ambient �atmospheric� XRD. The crystalline �Hex� phase
gives reflections arising from the lateral two-dimensional
hexagonal packing of the chains and occurs at positions q
=0.43 Å−1 �100�, 0.75 Å−1 �110�, 0.86 Å−1 �200�, etc., a
series which decays rapidly in a paracrystalline fashion �23�.
The order along the main chain is dominated by a reflection
at q=0.78 Å−1. This corresponds to �8 Å monomer repeat
and �assuming 21/4 helix� is indexed as 00 21 �26,27�. In
practice, 110 and 00 21 are the two most prominent reflec-
tions, but for the nonaligned samples they are difficult to tell
apart at room temperature but are more easily separated fol-
lowing thermal expansion. At room temperature and ambient
pressure the hexagonal cell parameter is c=16.7 Å and the
calculated density is �0.99 g /cm3.

At about 170 °C, HMW-PF2/6 undergoes a Hex-Nem
transition, with its position depending on the molecular
weight �23�. The Nem state shows slightly smaller monomer
repeat �7.8 Å versus 8.1 Å� than the crystalline Hex state.
This difference corresponds to a change in the torsional
angle between adjacent repeat units from 65° �for 21/4 helix�
to approximately 50°, i.e., closer to the minimum-energy
conformation that is found at 43° �22�. The corresponding
reflection �at q=0.8 Å−1� diminishes but stays relatively
sharp. In contrast, the hexagonal reflections vanish totally
leaving a single broad hump at q=0.71 Å−1, indicating
10.2 Å average distance between chains. The calculated
density is �0.92 g /cm3.

Another Nem state is formed at low temperatures either in
HMW-PF2/6 following rapid cooling or in LMW-PF2/6
�Mn�Mn0

� �. In this case, the sharp 7.8 Å peak is still ob-
tained, while the lateral order reduces to two broad peaks at
0.45 and 0.8 Å−1. This state was originally described as
“glassy nematic,” so we shall also call it Nem phase �or
LMW-Nem� although the term “weakly hexagonal crystal-
line” might also apply. In Ref. �23� it is shown how the broad
peaks seamlessly transform into 100 and 110 reflections with
a noticeable increase in the lattice parameter as the structure
changes to Hex during heating. The distinction between
LMW-Nem and HMW-Nem seems to be that the former pre-
serves the “three-chain aggregate” of the Hex state. Assum-
ing a weak hexagonal order, the calculated density for LMW-
Nem is 1.12 g /cm3, i.e., significantly higher than in the Hex
phase.

Figure 2�a� plots WAXS curves of 29/68-PF2/6 at selected
pressures showing the region around 00 21 reflection. Figure

PF2/6

n

FIG. 1. Chemical structure of PF2/6 polymer.
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2�b� plots the peak height and position as functions of ap-
plied pressure. Both parameters remain essentially constant
until 2–4 GPa where the intensity suddenly drops, followed
by a slight peak shift toward higher scattering angles. When
the pressure is raised from 4 GPa beyond 10 GPa, the inten-
sity of 00 21 reflection tends to decrease still while the maxi-
mum moves back to the lower angles. Upon decreasing pres-
sure, the peak retraces toward the original position but with a
significant hysteresis �data not shown�.

Mårdalen et al. �10� showed how the x-ray reflection 020
arising from the distance between POT chains shifts gradu-
ally and monotonically in one direction at elevated pressures.
This is understood as a gradual planarization of the
thiophene chains, while preserving the lamellar overall struc-
ture of the ambient pressure. By comparison, the data in Fig.
2 do not follow gradual but relatively abrupt changes in the
peak height, and the peak position changes back and forth.
This is reminiscent of a structural transition and may indicate
that the hexagonal overall structure is transformed.

Figure 3 plots WAXS curves of 32/58-PF2/6 at selected
pressures. The data quality is better than in Fig. 2, and be-
sides meridional 00 21 reflection vestiges of equatorial 110,
100, and 101 reflections may be seen. It is also possible that
00 21 reflection contains remnants of 200 peak �cf. Fig. 7 in
Ref. �23��. Relative peak areas for the considered 00 21 and
putative 110 reflections are listed in Table I. Akin to the case
of 29/68-PF2/6, the intensity of 00 21 peak remains constant
up to 1.8 GPa but is significantly reduced when the pressure

is increased from 1.8 to 7.4 GPa. A subtle peak shift toward
higher scattering angles and back again is reproduced as
well. The supposed 110 peak that is present up to 1.8 GPa
but disappears with the diminished 00 21 peak. This obser-
vation is consistent with the idea of structural transition from
the Hex phase. The peak position is lower than expected for
ambient pressure. When discussing the interpretation of the
supposed structural transition, we consider the possible pla-
narization of the helical main chain and the interplay of Hex
and �glassy� Nem structures.

It seems reasonable that the static pressure would tend to
planarize twisted main chains since planar chains allow lo-
cally closer interchain contact. Assuming that PF2/6 has 21/4
helical backbone, in which the torsional angle is 65° �i.e.,
cis-type, meaning that side chains of adjacent monomers are
on the same side�, planarization causes more kink to the
backbone. This would reduce monomer repeat and increase
the 0.8 Å−1 peak position, exactly as observed. The in-
creased splay �curvature� along the chain may also stabilize
the structure as neighboring chains would oppose the in-
crease in average chain radius. Thus, the decrease in the
monomer repeat stays modest. It is also possible that at the
pressures above the seen transition ��6 GPa�, a twist from
cis to trans in the torsional angles may be necessary to re-
duce the chain diameter �for more efficient packing� and also
to allow further planarization otherwise hindered by side-
chain steric effects. In this case, the direction of peak shift
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� X-ray scattering patterns of 29/68-
PF2/6 with increasing pressure �from top to bottom�. Solid red lines
represent fits to the expected 00 21 reflection. �b� The position
�black squares� and height �blue circles� of the expected 00 21
reflection of the same data. Linear fits �solid red and dashed blue
lines� are a guide to the eye.
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TABLE I. Peak position and integrated intensity for 39/68-
PF2/6 at selected pressures; T=293 K.

Pressure
�GPa�

Peak position
�Å−1� Peak area

Peak position
�Å−1� Peak area

1.3�0.1 0.68�0.01 0.16 0.81�0.01 1.00

1.8�0.1 0.68�0.01 0.12 0.81�0.01 1

7.4�0.3 0.84�0.01 0.56

9.1�0.5 0.83�0.01 0.21
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should reverse toward smaller angles �cf. Fig. 2�b��. Again,
the changes are subtle as the theoretical upper limit of the
monomer period for a completely trans backbone is only
about 8.3 Å. A complete trans backbone is, of course, not
possible due to the orthohydrogen in the main chain.

It is interesting that elsewhere, by studying oriented PF2/6
chains, King et al. �37� detailed how the phosphorescence
emission of PF2/6 is dominated by a component perpendicu-
lar to the chain. If the polymer backbone adopted a more
planar conformation at high pressure and if this sample was
moreover macroscopically prealigned, the question of the
planarization of helical main chain could be definitely an-
swered.

The phase transition observed at 2–4 GPa resembles the
high-temperature Hex-Nem transition. The weakening of 00
21 reflection and the disappearance of hk0 reflections indi-
cate loss of crystallinity. This behavior, again, differs from
the lamellar POT that shows a moderate increase in crystal-
linity with increasing pressure �10�. On the other hand, as
shown for another poly�p-phenylene� �PPP�-type polymer
elsewhere �38�, the HMW-PF2/6 material should almost cer-
tainly occur in the glassy state. Thus, the considered Nem
phase could be understood as a system with one-dimensional
long-range order and not as an ordered fluid. In this phenom-
enological idea the degree of crystallinity changes with in-
creasing pressure.

All parameters in Eq. �12� are either estimated in Ref.
�23� �f �0.4, A=90 K, and Mn0�104 g /mol� or may be
estimated independently �the densities�. If we select Tref
�150 °C=423 K as the transition temperature at atmo-
spheric pressure, Pref �0.1 MPa, this yields

P� � 103 J

N
H


N − 
H
. �13�

If the order of magnitude of densities was 
i�1 g /cm3 and
their difference is �
N−
H� /
N�0.1%, we would obtain P�

�1 GPa. This would correspond to the order of magnitude
of the experimentally observed 2–4 GPa. The exact density
difference is difficult to measure, and therefore we cannot
make a quantitative connection between theory and experi-
ment. Our earlier estimates �23� were based on the assump-
tion of hexagonal packing in the Nem state and are inaccu-
rate even if this assumption was correct, because lattice
parameters are not reliably determined for weakly ordered
materials. The direction of the density change, however, pre-
dicts the Hex-Nem transition with increased pressure.

All theoretical considerations above are for nonglassy ma-
terials, while PF2/6 at elevated pressure is likely in the
glassy state as indicated by the PPP analogy �38�. In alterna-
tive analogy PF2/6 may be understood as a specific block
copolymer of rigid �backbone� and flexible �side-chain�
blocks and Hex-Nem transition as an order-disorder transi-
tion. For the diblock copolymers the decrease in the free
volume and the increase in the segregation effect usually
mean that the thermal fluctuation effects decrease and the
order-disorder temperature �TODT� increases with increasing
pressure �39,40�. This depends on the polymer symmetry, so
that TODT increases with increasing pressure only for nearly
symmetric polymer but decreases with increasing pressure

for the nonsymmetric case �41�. Even for the symmetric
diblock copolymer, the transition depends on the side-chain
length so that, for instance, for symmetric styrene/n-alkyl
methacrylate block copolymers pressure suppresses mixing
either for very short �n=1� or for very long �n�1� side
chains of methacrylate �42�. The pressure-dependent phase
transitions may also be understood in terms of Flory-type
interaction parameters �app and �comp that represent unfavor-
able exchange energy and effects of compressibility differ-
ence between different blocks, respectively. As these contrib-
ute oppositely to the phase stability under compression, both
increase and decrease in TODT are possible �43�. A phase
transition may also occur in the glassy state as known for
fluorene molecules at �4 GPa �11�.

We place finally attention on the LMW-PF2/6. As the mo-
lecular weight is below Mn0

� , the polymer is in the glassy
Nem phase at ambient temperature and pressure. Figure 4
plots WAXS curves of 3/5-PF2/6 when the pressure is shifted
from 1 to 11.3 GPa. The maximum at 0.8 Å−1 is present and
shows a slight decrease and broadening with increasing pres-
sure and, above 9 GPa, a shift toward lower scattering
angles. In this case we do not observe a transition at 2–4
GPa, because Hex order is negligible in the first place.
Above 9 GPa the behavior is, in principle, similar to 29/68-
PF2/6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Although qualitatively, we have conducted a WAXS ex-
periment of PF2/6 at elevated pressures. The data show evi-
dence for a morphological transition of HMW-PF2/6 with
increasing pressure. This transition seems to occur at two
stages. An initial planarization of 21-helical main chain oc-
curs between 2 and 4 GPa and also suppresses intermolecular
order. This is coupled with the transition from crystalline
Hex to glassy Nem structure. The helical structure of the
main chains is released further at higher pressures �7–9 GPa�,
resulting in a loss of registry between chains. Only the latter
stage is proposed for LMW-PF2/6. This transition is phe-
nomenologically consistent with the previously reported
transition which is observed by high pressure PL and Raman
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FIG. 4. �Color online� X-ray scattering patterns of 3/5-PF2/6 at
selected pressures. Solid red lines represent fits to the expected 00
21 reflection.
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scattering experiments and which indicates a structural reor-
ganization between 2 and 4 GPa. This tendency differs from
the high pressure behavior of lamellar POT in which case the
crystalline fraction increases with increasing pressure. Future
research will be focusing on the background reduction and
therefore on more accurate determination of structural pa-
rameters.
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